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An efficient method to compute the thermal rate constant for rare events within the correlation
functionCstd approach is presented. This method, which is based on a modification of the sampling
function used to evaluate the dynamical correlation functionCstd, can be applied to
high-dimensional systems having a rough energy landscape without previous knowledge on the
transition states location. In this work, the sampling of a Boltzmann-like distribution for the linear
momenta with a lower inverse temperaturesb* =1/kT*d than the correct onesb=1/kTd is proposed
as a way to increase the number of reactive trajectories. The mismatch between theb* and b
distributions is then corrected by a reweighting procedure which allows one to obtain the exact
correlation functionCstd. The efficiency of this scheme in computing the rate of a particle jumping
across the barrier of a simple 2D double well potential is improved by a factor 4–25 depending on
the relative value of the originalb and modifiedb* temperatures. When merged with the “puddle
potential” methodfS. A. Corcelli, J. A. Rohman, and J. C. Tully, J. Chem. Phys.,118, 1085s2003dg,
the new importance sampling function improves the efficiency of the correlation function approach
by a factor 16–800 with respect to the unbiased sampling. To test the method in a more challenging
case, the previous model system was extended by adding six harmonically restrained particles, each
one interacting with the diffusing particle. This model introduces both the possibility of energy
exchange and a rougher energy landscape. The new sampling function alone is found to produce an
improvement in efficiency of, at least, an order of magnitude when compared with the unbiased
case; when merged with the puddle potential method, a 400-fold saving in computer time is
found. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1903903g

I. INTRODUCTION

During a physical or chemical transformation, a system
is very often required to surmount a free energy barrier to
change its state; so the overall process needs an excess of
energy to take place. At constant temperature, the energy
excess required to pass the barrier is usually provided by the
interaction with a thermal bathssometimes the bath is com-
posed by other degrees of freedom of the system not directly
involved in the transformationd, and its magnitude is quanti-
fied using familiar concepts such as the activationsfreed en-
ergy. The latter allows us to predict and interpret the rate of
a specific transformation as a function of the features of the
potential energy surface of the system itself. Indeed, obtain-
ing an estimate of the activation energy and the location of
the stationary point connecting two states is often the very
first step leading to the prediction of a reaction rate or a
diffusion coefficient in a chemical system. Once these two
pieces of information are obtained, transition state theory
sTSTd sRef. 1d can be used as a practical tool to estimate the
transformation rate.

Despite its practical utility in understanding and rational-
izing reaction rates, the applicability of TST is limited to
situations where its fundamental hypotheses are satisfied.
More specifically, TST assumes that a transition statesTS,
i.e., a stationary point of first orderd can be located and that,

once the system has reached the TS and begun to “roll”
downhill toward the productP state, there is no possibility of
coming back to the reactantR regionshence no recrossing of
the transition state geometryd. The latter requirement can be
relaxed if one allows the choice of the planar surface defin-
ing the common boundary betweenR and P to vary so to
minimize the computed reaction rate; in fact, not accounting
for the recrossing, the TST rate is always higher than the
exact onessee Ref. 2 for a recent review on the state of
TSTd. Alternatively, the exact transmission coefficient can be
estimated by starting swarms of trajectories from the divid-
ing surface and counting the number of recrossing events.3

Condensed phase reactions are among the processes for
which the direct application of TSTsor its variational variant
VTSTd is hampered with several difficulties. As an example,
it is mentioned that it may become quite difficult to locate a
TS for systems with a rough energy landscape; it is also quite
likely that the no-recrossing requirement would be violated
due, for instance, to the solvent cage around the reactants.
Luckily, TST can be shown to represent only a particular
case of a general approach based on the time-dependent pic-
ture of the reactive process,4 the so called “flux-flux correla-
tion approach.” The latter dispenses altogether with locating
the TS state between two stable states and focuses on the
direct calculation of the dynamical trajectories that bring the
system from theR state to theP one. These states are definedadElectronic mail: MellaM@cf.ac.uk
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as the volume of phase space containing the vast majority of
the probability distribution for theP and R species during
equilibrium simulations.

As explained in the following, in the flux-correlation ap-
proach one must evaluate the conditional probability for the
system of reaching stateP at timet when it was in stateR at
the time origin. However, one should bear in mind that any
dynamical event requiring an excess energy is usually quite
rare, and that it may be difficult to tackle this calculation
simply relying on straightforward molecular dynamicssMDd
simulations. A substantially similar difficulty is present even
if one constrains the problem to a more qualitative and much
less demanding question: what are the most likely events or
transformations taking place from a given state as an effect
of thermal excitation? To tackle these fundamental difficul-
ties, several dynamical methods have been devised to over-
come the critical separation between the time scale of atomic
vibration and barrier passing. Among these, it is worth citing
the “hyperdynamics” method,5 its simpler variant called the
“boost potential,”6 and the “conformational flooding”
procedure.7 The latter has been recently evolved to a new
practical level by Laio and Parinello8 to facilitate the escape
of the system from deep free energy wells. Sorensen and
Voter also introduced a temperature-accelerated dynamics
sTADd to speed up rare events by increasing the simulated
temperature;9 exploiting a similar idea, VandeVondele and
Rothlisberger10 suggested that, by adiabatically decoupling
subsets of degrees of freedom, a higher temperature could be
used to speed up the rate of thermal events of a restricted
number of active atomsfcanonical adiabatic free energy
samplingsCAFESdg. One of the advantage of TAD or similar
methodologies is that the so computed transition rate can be
successively converted back to lower temperature by assum-
ing the validity of TST. This assumption is, however, as
“risky” as the original assumption of TST itself, and two
different strategies have been recently proposed to bypass
these difficulties: the transition path samplingsTPSd sRef.
11d and the “puddle potential”sPPd technique.12 The latter is
an ingenious extension of the boost potential proposed by
Steineret al.6 to the calculation of dynamical rates and it has
already found application in tackling the ergodicity problem
in molecular simulations.13

Despite their common goal, the TPS and PP methods use
different strategies to tackle the rare event issue; whereas the
TPS method focuses on harvesting a swarm of trajectories
satisfying the requirement of starting fromR and passing
through P at least once in their lifetime, the PP technique
tries to smooth the rough energy landscape experienced by a
trajectory leavingR by applying a bias potential. As a con-
sequence of their conceptual differences, quite different al-
gorithmic implementations are produced, and the PP method
appears, in our view, the simplest to code. Being felt that this
simplicity represents an appealing feature, the work pre-
sented here is concerned with improving the understanding
and performance of the PP method; its main goal is to
present algorithmic modifications able to improve the effi-
ciency of PP and, hopefully, its range of applicability.

The structure of the paper is organized as follow. Section
II presents a brief introduction to the flux-flux correlation

method conceived to make the manuscript self-standing and
to familiarize the reader with the notation. Also, some of the
details of the PP method12 are discussed together with a
mechanistic understanding of its improved performance. In
the last part of Sec. II, the modifications to the PP method are
introduced and discussed on the basis of the general theory
of the importance sampling technique in Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Section III presents the results obtained by simulat-
ing two nontrivial model systemsscomposed by 2 and 14
degrees of freedom, respectivelyd using the original PP ap-
proach and the newly proposed modifications. A detailed
comparison of the results and relative efficiency is also
given. Finally, Sec. IV presents our conclusions and indicates
a few fields of applications in which the improved method-
ology can be helpful in producing accurate transformation
rates.

II. THEORY AND METHOD

The objective of this section is twofold. First, we wish to
give a summary of the theory relevant to the “flux-flux cor-
relation” sor correlation functiond approach as an aid to the
understanding of the developments presented in later sec-
tions. Second, the PP approach12 and the new method are
introduced as two extremal cases of a more general method-
ology based on importance sampling in phase space, a task
that is considered easier after such a discussion.

Most of the following is based on the arguments given in
Chap. VIII of Ref. 14, so that the present discussion is re-
strained to present only the necessary information.

In classical mechanics, the state of a system composed
by N particles at timet is indicated by the phase space point
fRstd ,Pstdg. Here,Rstd=sr 1,r 2, . . . ,r Nd is the vector contain-
ing all the particle positions whilePstd=sp1,p2, . . . ,pNd is
the vector describing the particle linear momenta. For a sys-
tem in thermal equilibrium with a heat reservoir at tempera-
ture T the average value of a dynamical variableAsR ,Pd is
given by

kAlH =
eAsR,Pde−bHsR,PddRdP

ee−bHsR,PddRdP
, s1d

whereb=skTd−1 andk¯lH indicates the canonical ensemble
average for the system described byH.

Let us now assume that the system was prepared in a
slightly different state from the one characterized by the
equilibrium Boltzmann distributione−bHsR,Pd by coupling a
scalar fieldf with the dynamical variableA; the Hamiltonian
function for the system becomesHp=H− fA. Once the per-
turbationsi.e., the scalar fieldfd is switched off att=0, the
system relaxes back to the canonical equilibrium state fol-
lowing a dynamics that is given by solving the unperturbed
Hamilton equationssor the equivalent Liouville equationsd
with the off-equilibrium distribution as starting probability
density and with a rate given by

DAstd = Āstd − kAlH . bffkAstdAst = 0dlH − skAlHd2g

= bfkdAstddAst = 0dlH. s2d

This is the classical form of the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
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rem in which we definedAstd=AfRstd ,Pstdg and dAstd
=Astd−kAlH.

This form of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem can be
used to link the change in chemically relevant quantities
ssuch as the concentration ofR andP in the monomolecular
processR↔Pd to the microscopic dynamics that takes place
at molecular level; the latter task that can be done by intro-
ducing the microscopic dynamical quantityn̄Rstd. To define
it, we start by supposing that our chemical process has an
intrinsic coordinateq=qsRd which allows R and P to be
identified by two different ranges ofq. If this is the case, we
defineq* as the value ofq separating the two species. There-
fore, indicating withHfqg the Heaviside function such that
Hfqg=1 if qøq* andHfqg=0 if q.q* , one can definen̄R as

n̄Rstd = HRfqstdg = 1 if qfRstdg , q* ,

s3d
n̄Rstd = HRfqstdg = 0 if qfRstdg . q* ,

where the indexR of H indicates we are defining the reactant
state. It should be recognized that is not necessary forq to be
a “real” coordinate but it can be any “variable” of the system
that is able to discriminate betweenR andP during the pro-
cess. Using this definition, the algebraic manipulation of Eq.
s2d leads to

]Cstd
]t

=
kḢPfqstdgHRfqst = 0dglH

kHRfqst = 0dglH
= kRPe

−t/trlx , s4d

wheretrlx =skRP+kPRd−1, kRP and kPR are the direct and in-
verse rate constants, and the correlation functionCstd has
been defined as

Cstd =
kHPfqstdgHRfqst = 0dglH

kHRfqst = 0dglH
. s5d

Equationss4d and s5d give us the link between the macro-
scopic observablekRP and the microscopic events taking
place during the reactive process. Focusing on a macroscopic
time longer than the microscopic timetmic of the reactive
eventssi.e., the time necessary for an activated species to
reach P starting from Rd but still shorter that the system
lifetime trlx si.e., tmic!t!trlxd, one can make use oft /trlx

!1 so that Eq.s4d becomes

]Cstd
]t

=
kḢPfqstdgHRfqst = 0dglH

kHRfqst = 0dglH
< kRP. s6d

We can now attribute some meaning to the correlation func-
tion Cstd. This gives the conditional probability that a trajec-
tory with starting conditionfRst=0d ,Pst=0dg representingR
in the canonical ensemble, ends up in the product region
after the elapsed timet. Such a correlation function can, in
principle, be computed using a swarm of short trajectories
spanning the time rangef0,tg and initiated by sampling the
canonical distribution in coordinate space and randomly gen-
erating the initial velocities or momentase.g., see Ref. 11 for
a description of the TPS approach and Ref. 12 for the PP
oned. In the following, efficient methodologies to tackle this
task are introduced and discussed.

A. The puddle potential approach

To proceed further, let us write the correlation function
fEq. s5dg so that the ensemble average becomes apparent,

Cstd =
eHPfRstd,PstdgHRfRs0d,Ps0dge−bHfRs0d,Ps0dgdRs0ddPs0d

eHRfRs0d,Ps0dge−bHfRs0d,Ps0dgdRs0ddPs0d
. s7d

Once again, the trajectoriesfRstd ,Pstdg are obtained by solving the Hamilton equation for the unperturbed Hamiltonian. If the
latter can be written asHfR ,Pg=TfPg+VfRg, the phase space integrals can be separated and Eq.s7d becomes

Cstd =

eHPfRstdgHRfRs0dge−bVfRs0dgdRs0de
e−bTfPs0dg

ee−bTfPs0dgdPs0d
dPs0d

eHRfRs0dge−bVfRs0dgdRs0d
, s8d

where we have made use of the fact that the definition ofq
does not contain the linear momenta.

This factorization is, however, only formal because the
position of the system in configuration space at timet de-
pends on the specific choice of the initial momenta att=0.
Nevertheless, Eq.s8d is a useful starting point to propose
possible algorithms to computeCstd. For instance, one could
sample the distributionHRfRs0dge−bVfRs0dg in configuration
space by using a Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm, and
randomly generate starting linear momenta with distribution
e−bTfPs0dg /ee−bTfPs0dgdPs0d. The trajectory is then computed
by integrating the Hamilton equations, and the overall algo-
rithm is similar to the Hybrid Monte Carlo method proposed

by Duane and Kennedy.15 However, this simplistic algorithm
is doomed to failure if the process is required to pass a bar-
rier higher than a fewkT=b−1. In this case, only a few tra-
jectories would have enough energy and/or be close enough
to its top to surmount the barrier, so that the statistics col-
lected even after a large number of spanned trajectories may
be quite poor.

The solution to this problem proposed in the recent PP
approach12 is to add an additional termVbiassRd in the poten-
tial energy with the same spirit of the “umbrella potential”
method. This is chosen to bias the sampling away from the
local minimum and toward regions of higherVsRd and has
the analytical form
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VbiasfRg = 0 if VfRg . Vpuddle,

VbiasfRg = Vpuddle− VfRg if VfRg , Vpuddle, s9d

so that Eq.s8d can be rewritten as

Cstd =

eHPfRstdgHRfRs0dge−bsWfRs0dg−VbiasfRs0dgddRs0de
e−bTfPs0dg

ee−bTfPs0dgdPs0d
dPs0d

eHRfRs0dge−bsWfRs0dg−VbiasfRs0dgddRs0d
. s10d

Here, W=V+Vbias and Vpuddle is a constant chosen to im-
prove the efficiency of the algorithmfnote thatVbias in Eq.
s10d has been defined in a way that is slightly different to the
one used in Ref. 12g. Using Eq.s10d, one could decide to
sample HRfRs0dge−bWfRs0dg instead of HRfRs0dge−bVfRs0dg,
and correct for the difference in the two distributions by
means of a reweighting procedure; at every point in configu-
ration space sampled followingHRfRs0dge−bWfRs0dg, one at-
taches the well-behaved weighte−bVbiasfRs0dg.

Figure 1 schematically summarizes the effect of different
choice forVpuddle on the sampled Monte Carlo distribution
e−bWfRs0dg for a one-dimensionals1Dd double well model po-
tential. In this figure, five different values forVpuddle were
used to show the change in the sampled distributions forb
=4, namely, Vpuddle=0.00,0.25,0.50,0.75,1.00. Upon in-
creasing theVpuddle value, the probability of sampling con-
figurations well inside the barrier region and close tox=0 is
increased; in this position, one would ideally place the sepa-
ratrix between the reactant and product regions. Such an in-
creased sampling in the barrier region could generate two
distinct algorithmic advantages: first, for a given amount of
kinetic energy given to a sampled replica of the system, the
number of trajectories able to surmount the barrier should be
increased simply due to the increased sampling density close
to x=0; second, since the sampled configurations are allowed
to visit regions of higher potential energy more frequently, a
larger number of started trajectories would possess enough
kinetic energy to pass the maximum, ending up in the prod-
uct region. In other words, a larger number of trajectories
should be able to depart from theR region at timet=0 and
visit the P region at timet improving the statistical estimate
of Cstd.

However, these algorithmic improvements do not come
without a price. Since one is forced to sample a different

distribution from the one that naturally emerges from Eq.s8d,
a reweighting procedure is needed in order to eliminate the
distribution bias. This reweightingsindeed any weighting
procedured would increase the variance of theCstd
estimator.16 The structure of Eq.s10d also imposes to esti-
mate separately both numerator and denominator to properly
compute an estimate forCstd, a necessity that introduces a
bias unless an infinite number of samples is used. The last
problem is especially important when one is forced to esti-
mate a quantity by using a relatively poor sample of events.

Despite these two methodological issues, the increased
number of trajectories that reach theP region may in practice
improve the poor sampling obtained when the barrier height
is severalkT, therefore allowing a more accurate, precise,
and robust calculation of the correlation functionCstd. In
other words, PP should help in effectively overcoming the
ergodicity problem associated with this kind of calculations,
and indeed, it has been shown to improve the precision of the
rate constant calculation for two model systems,12 a simple
2D double well potential and the 1D isomerization process of
a bistable molecule immersed in a Weeks–Chandler–
Andersen fluid.

B. The “temperature-accelerated puddle potential”
dynamics

We shall now make a step beyond the PP method by
noticing that its simple and effective change in the sampled
distribution can be easily generalized by including also a
biased sampling in the linear momentum space ifHfR ,Pg
=TfPg+VfRg. To do so, let us introduce a new normalized
phase space densityrsR ,Pd and insert it into Eq.s7d. Mul-
tiplying and dividing both numerator and denominator one
gets

Cstd =
eHPfRstd,PstdgHRfRs0d,Ps0dge−hbHfRs0d,Ps0dg+lnsrfRs0dPs0dgdjrfRs0d,Ps0dgdRs0ddPs0d

eHRfRs0d,Ps0dge−hbHfRs0d,Ps0dg+lnsrfRs0d,Ps0dgdjrfRs0d,Ps0dgdRs0ddPs0d
. s11d

The mathematical structure of this equation is identical to the
one of Eq.s10d with the only difference that we can now

sample a phase space distribution different from the canoni-
cal one. However, it is important to stress that the trajectories
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fRstd ,Pstdg are obtained by solving the Hamilton equation
for the unperturbed Hamiltonian and thatrsR ,Pd modifies
only the process by which one chooses the initial condition
of the differential equations while the dynamics of every
trajectory is left unchanged. In other words, whereas every
computed trajectory is an exact representation of a possible
short time dynamics for the systems, the relative probability
of sampling any pair of trajectories is no longer given by the
standard Boltzmann distribution but instead by a suitable dis-
tribution that one hopes may improve the efficiency of the
Cstd calculation. Once again, the bias introduced by using a
different sampling distribution can be eliminated by re-
weighting each trajectory “on the fly” with the weight
wrfRs0d ,Ps0dg=e−bHfRs0d,Ps0dg−lnsrfRs0d,Ps0dgd.

Clearly, the range of possible choices for the sampling
distribution is quite large, but an obvious requirement is that
the weightwrfRs0d ,Ps0dg must behave properly and should
not diverge faster thansrfRs0d ,Ps0dgd−1/2 for uPu , uRu→`. If
this condition is satisfied, then the statistical average ob-
tained by a Monte Carlo simulation possesses a well defined
and finite variance. Although not formally necessary, the
implementation of the method is simplified by choosing
rfRs0d ,Ps0dg to be written as a normalized distribution in
configuration spacegfRs0dg times a normalized distribution
in momentum spacemfPs0dg. In this way, the sampling of
the full rfRs0d ,Ps0dg can be split in two parts and carried
out using any variant of the Metropolis scheme for the coor-
dinate part and a simpler methodse.g., rejection methodd to
generate the momentum distribution.

Several issues should now be clarified in order to com-
plete the presentation of the method. For instance, what are
the possible advantages of using a different momentum dis-
tribution to compute the correlation functionCstd? Also,
which specific analytical formmfPs0dg should be used to
improve the efficiency of the method?

In order to answer these questions, we notice that it is
possible to distinguish two possible limiting effects gener-
ated by an alternative momentum distribution as a function
of the differences betweenmfPs0dg and the Boltzmann dis-
tribution. First, one could choose a broader momentum dis-
tribution so that an amount of kinetic energy per degree of

freedom larger thankT is assigned more often than when
using the Boltzmann distribution. By doing so, an increase in
the average number of trajectories that can surmount the en-
ergy barrier is produced. In other words, momenta distribu-
tions mfPs0dg with longer tails foriPi→` may improve the
statistics of the simulations by “energizing” the swarm of
randomly initiated trajectories; this improvement should
roughly follow the exponential law expsbDTd, whereDT is
the difference between the average kinetic energy produced
by the standard Boltzmann distribution and by the new
mfPs0dg. Second, despite the fact that the Boltzmann distri-
bution for the momenta is isotropic, one may be better off
choosing a skewed distribution in order to sample more often
initial conditions that are directed toward theP region. For
instance, one may expect that a low temperaturesi.e., low
kinetic energyd trajectory would reach theP region more
easily if directed toward the transition state by the biased
selection of initial momenta. Thus, it could be advantageous
to bias the angular distribution in order to sample more often
the “slice” of angles pointing in the direction of the transition
states.

Before discussing the actual choice for the sampled dis-
tributions, a comment on the technicalities of the correlation
function method is due. In a many-body system, it may not
be straightforward to defineq* to represent the location of a
TS for the process, and soP andR are often defined on the
basis of the regions ofq visited during a normal Monte Carlo
sMCd or MD simulation of finite length. This means that the
P and R regions may not be defined as having a shared
boundary, and that there is a range ofq that does not belong
either to P or R for which we have no information. This
range may even contain very high barriers. If this were the
case, the PP may loose some of its effectiveness due to the
fact that those barriers are not “smoothed” out by the puddle
potential and that the sampled density is still far from the top
of these barriers. Conversely, the possibility of increasing the
average kinetic energy assigned to the trajectories could sub-
stantially improve the situation by effectively overcoming
the limited knowledge of the energy landscape betweenR
and P. This is done by “muscling” the system to surmount
every energy barrier by means of the additional kinetic boost.

FIG. 1. Plot ofbV ssolid lined and of the normalized
expf−bWg probability density functionssdotted linesd
for a simple 1D double well potential as a function of
Vpuddle. Upon increasingVpuddle the density increases its
values in the region around the barrier.
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To conclude this section, a particular choice for the dis-
tribution rfRs0d ,Ps0dg is now given, and this reads

rfRs0d,Ps0dg ~ e−bVbiasfRs0dgPi
NdofF2mip

b* G1/2

e−b* spi
2/2mid.

s12d

Here,b.b* , mi are the particle masses, andNdof is the num-
ber of degrees of freedom of the system. In other words, we
choose rfRs0d ,Ps0dg to be similar to the distribution
sampled by the puddle potential in the configuration space,
and to be a higher temperature Boltzmann distribution for the
momenta. The latter choice is motivated by the effectiveness
of the temperature-accelerated dynamics9 and of the CAFES
procedure10 in improving the exploration of the configuration
space, and therefore the new method is dubbed temperature-
accelerated puddle potential dynamicssTAPPDd.

Bearing in mind the previous comments on the possible
advantages of sampling a skewed distribution, we consider
our choice for the momentum distributions a very “naive”
one. However, we also consider interesting to evaluate the
performance of the method while using an unsophisticated
approach to fully appreciate its possible strengths and weak-
nesses. Also, the isotropic form chosen in Eq.s12d may rep-
resent a valid choice when no information is available on
potential energy surface.

III. TESTS OF THE METHOD

In this section, the TAPPD method is applied to two test
cases in order to quantitatively evaluate its performances. As
first system, the 2D potential of Refs. 12 and 17 is used. This
simple system has the advantage that any quantity computed
in the simulations can be accurately monitored very quickly
and with high statistical precision. Also, the sampled distri-
butions can be plotted to make sure that one is indeed gen-
erating the correct probability densities.

In order to expose the method to a more severe test, six
harmonically restrained particles were added to the previous
2D model system to mimic the chance of energy transfer,
recrossing, and the possibility of having a change in activa-
tion free energy as a function of the simulation temperature.

Also, this model bears relevance to the atomic diffusion pro-
cess on the surface of a metal catalyst, so that in our view it
represents an interesting and challenging case study.

A. 2D double well potential

The analytical form for the 2D model potential reads

V2Dsx,yd = VTSf4s1 − x2 − y2d2 + 2sx2 − 2d2

+ fsx + yd2 − 1g2 + fsx − yd2 − 1g2 − 2g/6 s13d

and, apart from the multiplicative constantVTS, it is identical
to the form used in Refs. 12 and 17. This potential has two
symmetric minima located at f+s20/16d1/2,0g and
f−s20/16d1/2,0g with energy −VTS/12. It also presents two
symmetric transition states ats0,−1d and s0, +1d with en-
ergy VTS, so that the barrier height isEbarrier=13VTS/12. In
the following, we use an unit particle mass and chooseVTS

=0.005. We stress that only the productbEbarrier is important
in testing the method and in defining its efficiency since it is

TABLE I. Computed standard errorsssb ,b*d for simulations carried out at
different values ofb and b* without puddle potential. All the results were
obtained sampling 253106 trajectories.

b b* ssb ,b*d

2400 2400 2.1310−7

2400 2000 8.6310−8

2400 1000 4.3310−8

2400 500 4.4310−8

2000 2000 5.6310−7

2000 1000 1.5310−7

2000 700 1.3310−7

2000 500 1.5310−7

1600 1600 1.7310−6

1600 1000 6.4310−7

1600 700 5.0310−7

1600 500 4.3310−7

1000 1000 2.8310−5

1000 700 1.6310−5

1000 500 1.3310−5

FIG. 2. Comparison betweenCstd functions at inverse
temperatureb=2000 computed usingb* =2000 and
b* =500 as kinetic temperature. The dashed line is the
linear fit to the results obtained usingb* =2000. The
excellent agreement between the two simulations indi-
cates the absence of bias due to the use of a higher
effectiveb* .
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the Boltzmann factore−bEbarrier that dictates the number of
trajectories having enough kinetic energy to pass the barrier.

As a first test, the calculation ofCstd has been carried
out for Vpuddle=−` sso no bias potentiald and various values
of b and b* to check the correctness of the procedure. The
simulation details are as follow. All the simulations were run
sampling 253107 MC configurations using a step size that
gave an acceptance probability of 0.5. In order to eliminate
statistical correlation, trajectories were started every 10 MC
steps. So, our final ensemble average was done using 25
3106 trajectories, a number that was found to guarantee a
robust convergence of average values at all the temperatures.
P and R regions were defined as two circles of radiusr
=0.7 centered ins1,0d and s−1,0d, and the MC simulation
was constrained to sample only inside theR region by reject-
ing all the proposed configurations lying outside the circle.
The Hamilton equations were integrated for 200 steps using
the standard “leap-frog” algorithm and a time step of 0.5.
The energy conservation was found to better than 50 ppm at
all the temperatures.

Figure 2 shows two such simulations carried out using
b=2000 as MC temperature andb* =2000 orb* =500 as a
kinetic temperature. In the time rangef45,60g, the Cstd for
both simulations presents the expected linear regime charac-
teristic of the activated process discussed by the theory pre-
sented in the preceding sectionsthe dashed line is obtained
by fitting the numerical results with a straight line in the
rangef45,55gd. More importantly, the results of both simula-
tions agree within the statistical error associated to theCstd
values. This is also true for simulations carried out using
b* =1500, 1000, and 700, not shown in Fig. 2.

In the following, we estimate the relative statistical effi-
ciency of simulations having the same length andb but using
differentb* values by choosing a value oft within the linear
regime of Cstd and directly comparing the computed stan-
dard errorsssb ,b*d or their ratios at this time. In this way,
one does not have to deal with the intricacy of the statistical
correlation between subsequentCstd values.18

The standard errorssb ,b*d results for several values of
b and b* are presented in Table I and their ratio
ssb ,b*d /ssb ,500d is plotted in Fig. 3. The latter clearly

shows the statistical improvement generated by using a
higher temperaturesb* ,bd in sampling the initial momenta
for the trajectories. For instance, usingb* =500 gives an im-
provement in efficiency sproportional to the
fssb ,b*d /ssb ,500dg2d of a factor 4–22 depending on the
value ofb.

To test the ability to reproduce the correct behavior with
respect to the temperature, simulations for several different
values ofbsb* =500d were run. The rate constantskR→P, ex-
tracted by fitting the linear regime ofCstd, produced the
Arrhenius-like plot lnskR→Pd vs b shown in Fig. 4. The linear
fitting of the numerical results with lnsAd−bEbarrier gives
Ebarrier=0.00536s5d, which is in good agreement with the the-
oretical valueEbarrier=13VTS/12=0.00541.

As a last comment on these tests, we mention that the
estimator ofCstd is unbiased because the value of the de-
nominator in Eq.s11d is simply given by the number of tra-
jectories generated during the simulation.

The next step is to merge the approach just discussed
with the puddle potential.12 The results are presented in Table
II; shown are the standard errorssb ,b*d obtained simulating
the 2D double well potential usingb=2000 and various val-
ues of b* and Vpuddle. The computational details of these
simulations are identical to the previous one.

FIG. 3. Values of the standard error ratio
ssb ,b*d /ssb ,500d for the errors presented in Table I.
The different lines represent different values of the
Monte Carlo inverse temperatureb used to sample the
configuration space during the correlation function
calculation.

FIG. 4. lnskRPd as a function ofb=1/kT for the two 2D potential Eq.s13d.
The straight line is obtained by fitting lnA−bEbarrier to extract the Arrhenius
parameterA and the activation energyEbarrier.
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The results obtained using differentVpuddlevalues for the
b=b* =2000 casesTable IId show that usingVpuddle.0 has
only a weak effect on the simulation efficiency. This out-
come that can be explained remembering that, in contrast to
Ref. 12, theR and P regions are defined by two circular
regions around the potential minima. Due to this choice, the
MC sampling of the configuration space has not direct access
to the TSs even forVpuddle=0.005, and only a few more
trajectories starting on the border of theR region have
enough kinetic energy to surmount the barrier. Conversely,
reducingb* produces a substantial effect on the simulation
efficiency and it is apparent this is more effective than in-
creasing theVpuddle value scompare the results in the first
column—Vpuddle=0 andb* ,b—of Table II with the one in
the first row—i.e.,Vpuddle.0 andb* =bd.

Despite the weak effect ofVpuddle on ssb ,b*d for b
=b* =2000, simultaneously decreasingb* and increasing
Vpuddle produces a consistent reduction ofss2000,b*d that
cannot simply be explained by invoking the increased effec-
tive temperatureT* =skb*d−1 se.g., compare the first and sec-
ond columns of Table II by computing the ratio
ss2000,2000d /ss2000,b*dd and that strongly suggest some
cooperation between the lowerb* andVpuddle. A likely expla-
nation of this finding is the following: the configurational
advantage produced by introducingVpuddle si.e., the larger
number of MC configurations that get closer to the TSs upon
increasing the bias potentiald is more effectively exploited by
the larger number of trajectories starting with high kinetic
energy produced by the biased samplingsb* ,bd. Indeed, a
substantial improvement in efficiency is obtained even jux-
taposing a mild increase in temperature with a moderate
Vpuddle value; as a consequence, the computational cost can
be reduced by a factor 16–784 depending on the parameters
of the simulation.

This global improvement is even more striking at larger
b slower temperatured. For instance, Table III shows the
ssb ,b*d values forb=4000 sbVTS=20d obtained with the
same simulation protocol as before. To converge an unbiased

simulation sb=4000 andVpuddle=−`d for comparison pur-
pose, 100 times more trajectories were needed to obtain a
standard error of 1.1310−11. As a result, the effective im-
provement factor in efficiency spans the range 61–18 900,
clearly suggesting that is possible to improve the statistical
efficiency of the correlation function method by as much as
five orders of magnitude for this simple 2D double well po-
tential.

B. Augmented-2D double well potential

The analytical form for the second model potential reads

V14sRd = V2Dsxd,ydd + o
i=1

6
ki

2
sr i − r i

s0dd2 + o
i=1

6
di

sr i − r dd8 .

s14d

Here,R=sr d,r 1, . . . ,r 6d is a vector indicating the position of
all the particles in the system,r d=sxd,ydd is the position of
the diffusing particle sitting in the 2D well used in the pre-
vious test case, andr i is the position of theith harmonically
restrained particle. The restraining potential for theith par-
ticle is centered inr i

s0d=s±2, ±2d and s0, ±1.6d and has a
force constant equal toki =0.005 for all the particles. All the
di values were chosen equal to 0.1 on the basis of prelimi-
nary test runs that showed substantial changes in the effec-
tive potential experienced by the diffuser from the original
2D model. In particular, the free energy barrier for the hop-
ping process was found to be largersroughly 0.0075–0.0078,
depending on the value ofbd than the originalVTS=0.005.

Bearing in mind the experience obtained by simulating
the simpler 2D model, it was chosen to run only two sets of
simulations covering varioussb ,b*d pairs, with sVpuddle

=0.005d or without sVpuddle=0d puddle potential. In the
Vpuddle=0.005 case, only theV2D potential energy experi-
enced by the diffuser was modified usingVpuddle sRef. 12d
si.e., the local version of the puddle potential was usedd, and
only the diffuser momentum was sampled using a distribu-
tion havingb* ,b. The advantage of using this local proce-
dure is twofold: first, the energy boost produced by the
puddle potential is not diluted over all the degrees of free-
dom of the system;12 second, the spread of the weight values
due to the sampling of a different momentum distribution is
reduced and the final average converges more rapidly. An
even better simulation procedure would be represented by
using the PP approach on the extended quantityV2Dsxd,ydd
+oidi / sr i −r dd−8 where the repulsion potential with the re-
strained particles is also included. However, a similar proce-
dure may be quite cumbersome in practice when simulating
more complicate systems, so that it seems reasonable to ex-
plore this less general but simpler options as a first step.

Table IV shows a comparison between the standard er-
rors obtained by simulating the model system defined by Eq.
s14d. These results were obtained running simulations with
parameters similar to the 2D test case and using a total of
53106 MC stepssi.e., 53105 trajectoriesd for each simula-
tion.

As a first step in the discussion of the results, let us focus
on the simulations carried out atb=2000 with and without

TABLE II. Standard errorsssb ,b*d obtained simulating the 2D model po-
tential atb=2000 as function ofb* andVpuddle. All the results were obtained
sampling 253106 trajectories.

b* /Vpuddle 0.000 00 0.001 25 0.002 50 0.005 00

2000 5.6310−7 5.0310−7 4.7310−7 5.1310−7

1500 2.5310−7 1.4310−7 1.2310−7 1.5310−7

1000 1.5310−7 6.8310−8 4.4310−8 4.5310−8

500 1.5310−7 5.9310−8 2.6310−8 2.0310−8

TABLE III. Standard errorsssb ,b*d obtained simulating the 2D model
potential atb=4000 as functions ofb* and Vpuddle. All the results were
obtained sampling 253106 trajectories, apart from thes4000, 4000d for
which 253108 were used.

b* /Vpuddle 0.001 25 0.002 50 0.005 00

2000 1.8310−11 9.5310−12 1.7310−11

1000 1.3310−11 2.7310−12 1.6310−12

500 9.1310−12 2.4310−12 8.0310−13
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the puddle potential; for these, converged results were still
obtainable without the temperature boostsi.e., without using
b* ,bd. From the results in Table IV, it is clearly seen that
lowering b* with or without usingVpuddle has a substantial
effect on the efficiency. For instance, the computational cost
is reduced by a factor of 27 usingb* =500 andVpuddle=0, and
by a factor of roughly 390 when employingb* =500 and
Vpuddle=0.005. It is also noticed that the efficiency slightly
worsen upon introducing the potential boost for the cases
sb ,b*d=s1500,1500d ands1000,1000d, perhaps due to an in-
crease in weight fluctuations. As for the low temperature
sb=4000,3000d simulations, it was not possible to obtain
converged results forCstd without resorting to very smallb*

values in spite of the potential boost or a tenfold increase in
the number of trajectories.

The possibility of extracting from the simulations infor-
mation other than the process rates was also explored. For
instance, the behavior ofdCstd /dt as a function oft was
studied to monitor the dynamics involved in the reactive pro-
cess, and its evaluation was implemented within a finite dif-
ference approach. Results for the extended system, obtained
at b=1000 and 500, are shown in Fig. 5. In theb=500 case,
whereas the plateau for 160, t,200 represents the value of
the reaction rate at this temperature, the structure in the 40
, t,160 region indicates the presence of a substantial
amount of recrossing during the reactive process. Similar
features are strongly suppressed atb=1000, therefore sug-
gesting that the thermal excitations of the restrained particles
could play an important role, either in dissipating the excess
energy of a reactive trajectory at low temperature or in
“knocking back” the diffuser along its path after crossing the
transition state at higher temperature.

Other interesting observations concerning the mecha-
nism of “jumping” across the barrier can be made accumu-
lating the number of reactive trajectoriespsad as a function
of the anglea formed by the direction of the initial diffuser
momentum and the straight line joining the two minima. Fig-
ure 6 presents typicalpsad results for the 2D and the ex-
tended model potential; the latter were obtained atb=500
with and without the use ofVpuddle. The four distributions
were normalized so thatepsadda=1.

By comparing the panels of Fig. 6, two striking differ-
ences are seen: first, thepsad of the extended system pre-
sents a smoother behavior than in the 2D case, this feature
suggesting a weaker dependency on the starting trajectory
direction of the reactive events; second, the minimum ata
=0 and the maximum arounda=55 shown by the 2D model
are replaced by a shallow maximum arounda=0 in the case
of the extended system. From the latter finding, one can infer
that different mechanisms are operating in the two distinct
cases: whereas the diffuser in the extended system shows to
weakly prefer the most direct pathsi.e., parallel to thex axisd
to reach the other well, panelsad indicates that it is quite
unlikely for the 2D system to follow the same path and that
the alternative route passing through the two TSs is
preferred.19 In both cases a substantial probability of gener-
ating a reactive trajectory is also found fora=180, therefore
indicating that the diffuser can be “backscattered” by the
repulsive wall of theV2D potential.

As a last observation, it is highlighted that for both
model systems the use of the puddle potential reduces the
psad dependency ona, producing more uniform reactive
probabilities over the whole range. This is particularly evi-
dent for the 2D model, the latter featuring probability ratios
up to six to seven when no puddle potential is used. In turn,
the weaker dependency ona when using the TAPPD ap-
proach seems to justify the choice of an isotropic form for
mfPs0dg.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an improvement of the puddle potential
method for computing the rate of activated reactions has

TABLE IV. Computed standard errorsssb ,b* ,Vpuddled for simulations car-
ried out at different values ofb, b* ; andVpuddle.

b b* ssb ,b* ,0d ssb ,b* ,0.005d

4000 4000 Not converged Not converged
4000 3000 Not converged Not converged
4000 2000 Not converged Not converged
4000 1000 2.2310−16 3.6310−16

4000 500 7.1310−17 1.0310−16

3000 3000 Not converged Not converged
3000 2000 Not converged Not converged
3000 1000 1.3310−12 1.2310−12

3000 500 6.4310−13 8.9310−13

2000 2000 8.9310−8 1.4310−8

2000 1500 4.1310−8 1.0310−8

2000 1000 3.1310−8 5.0310−9

2000 500 1.7310−8 4.5310−9

1500 1500 6.0310−7 9.1310−7

1500 1000 4.3310−7 4.1310−7

1500 700 4.3310−7 3.3310−7

1500 500 4.2310−7 2.9310−7

1000 1000 4.6310−6 5.3310−6

1000 700 3.5310−6 3.7310−6

1000 500 3.7310−6 3.5310−6

FIG. 5. Values ofdCstd /dt as a function oft for two simulations ofV14sRd
at b=500 andb=1000. The oscillatory behavior atb=500 is a result of a
frequent recrossing of the diffusing particle, a feature that is largely sup-
pressed at lower temperatures.
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been discussed and implemented. The proposed method is
based on the use of a modified version of the importance
sampling technique where not only the coordinate space is
sampled with a less rough probability density, but also the
probability density employed to sample the momentum space
differs from the standard Boltzmann distribution. This allows
more frequent sampling of higher kinetic energies.

Once corrected by using a reweighting procedure, this
choice for the sampled distributions provides an efficient
way to compute classical canonical reaction rates for the two
model systems used as examples. Indeed, the improvement
in efficiency with respect to the standard puddle potential in
the two test cases spans several order of magnitude, depend-
ing largely on the ratio between original temperature of the
systemb and the simulation parameterb* . Indeed, the in-
creased efficiency of the proposed method makes it an ideal
tool to study activated processes in condensed phase as well
as in clusters.

Another interesting feature of the new method is repre-
sented by the fact that the trajectories needed forCstd are
obtained by solving the unperturbed Hamilton equations for
the system under study, and so they represent a correct de-
scription of the short time dynamics of the system itself. This
fact can be exploited to gain some insight in the mechanism

of the transformation under study. As an example, a change
of the diffusion mechanism in the two model systems on
changing the number of interacting particles was discussed.
It should also be possible to collect the initial condition ofall
the reactive trajectories to compute relevant statistical quan-
tities or to directly monitor the system dynamics by visual-
izing the atomic and molecular motion in real time. This
trick can be useful in discovering the presence of intermedi-
ate states that can act as attractors for the dynamics them-
selves or to select a better definition for theP andR regions
of space. Indeed, improving the definition ofP andR could
play an important role in defining the overall efficiency of
the method, especially ifP andR may be defined in such a
way that they share a common domain boundary. If this were
possible, the puddle potential approach would be expected to
show the best efficiency due to the fact that trajectories can
be started very close to the separatrix of the two domains,
making them more likely to fall in theP region and improve
the statistics.
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